PROGRAM

4:00-4:15 Introduction
- Words from the Club President, Wyatt Kinion
- Video: Entrepreneurship an Expression of Freedom

4:15-5:30 Arc of Entrepreneurship
MC'd by Chris Cone of Traxion
4:15-4:25 Developing Your IDEAS
4:25-4:35 Forming Your Company
  • BACOG
4:35-4:45 Creating a Prototype
  • Get Helpp
4:45-4:55 First Dollar
  • Belong Designs
5:05-5:15 Scaling Your Business
5:15-5:30 Exit Strategy

5:30-5:50 Intermission
- Food & Drinks Served
- Sneak Preview of Company Fair

5:50-6:30 Pitch Competition
- Elevator pitches by selected companies
- Questions by our judges

6:30-7:30 Open Showcase
- Booths from sponsors and Startups

JUDGES
Geneva Farr
Stephan Reckie
Bill Douglas